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Abstract: This research has advanced the Disciple learning and problem solving theory for 

rapid development and maintenance of adaptable cognitive assistants in uncertain and 

dynamic environments. These assistants can capture, use, preserve, and transfer to other 

users the subject matter expertise which currently takes years to establish, is lost when 

experts separate from service, and is costly to replace. The research has dev eloped an 

integrated set of methods for representing partially learned knowledge, for knowledge 

acquisition through teaching and learning, for evidence-based reasoning with Wigmorean 

inference networks integrating logic and probabilities, and for mixed -initiative interaction. 

These methods have been implemented into a general agent shell that incorporates a large 

amount of knowledge for evidence-based reasoning from the Science of Evidence. The agent 

shell can be taught to solve problems by a subject matter  expert, with assistance from a 

knowledge engineer, to become a domain-specific cognitive assistant. The shell has been used 

to develop several prototype cognitive assistants. For instance, the cognitive assistant for 

intelligence analysis demonstrated mixed-initiative learning of complex analysis rules and 

mixed-initiative hypothesis analysis, allowing the analyst to drill -down based on available 

time and evidence, to make probabilistic assumptions, and to revise the analysis in light of 

new evidence. 
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1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH 

This project has investigated an agent learning theory for mixed-initiative knowledge acquisition. 

The objective is to enable rapid development and easy maintenance of knowledge-based problem 

solving and decision-making assistants in uncertain and dynamic environments, cognitive assistants that 

can capture, use, preserve, and transfer to other users the military expertise which currently takes years 

to establish, is lost when military experts separate from service, and is costly to replace.  

Such a cognitive assistant that helps with expert problem solving resembles an expert system. As it 

is well-known, the process of developing an expert system is long, difficult and error-prone (Buchanan 

and Wilkins, 1993; Tecuci and Kodratoff, 1995). It involves a knowledge engineer who attempts to 

understand the reasoning of an expert, identify general reasoning patterns, verify them with the expert 

and represent them into the knowledge base of the expert system. Moreover, any necessary changes in 

the knowledge base have to be again performed by the knowledge engineer, and this knowledge base 

maintenance process is even more difficult and time-consuming than the initial development of the 

knowledge base. The result is a rigid system that cannot keep pace with the advancements in its area of 

expertise and rapidly loses its utility. 

The type of cognitive assistant investigated in this project is qualitatively different from an expert 

system. Instead of being programmed by a knowledge engineer, the agent learns its expertise directly 

from an expert who can teach it in a way that is similar to how the expert would teach a student or a 

new collaborator, through problem solving examples and explanations. As a result of learning from the 

expert and from its own experience, the agent acquires complex reasoning rules from the expert, 

continuously extends its representation language, and continuously updates the previously learned rules 

to the extended representation language, with the goal of better capturing and representing the 

expert’s knowledge, and becoming a more useful assistant. However, when such an agent is first used 

by an expert, it does not engage in this interaction with a blank mental tablet because it already has a 

stock of established knowledge about evidence, its properties, uses, and discovery (Schum, 1987; Schum 

2001a; Schum et al., 2009a; Tecuci et al., 2009). Thus the agent does learn about specific problems from 

experts, but it also combines this knowledge with what it already knows about various elements of 

evidential reasoning. Conventional expert systems can be no better than the expertise of the persons 

whose heuristics are captured; this represents a ‘ceiling’ on their suitability. But this ceiling is actually 

the ‘floor’ for our agent, since it incorporates the complex knowledge of the evidential reasoning tasks 

experts face in addition to the substantive expertise captured from the experts.  

Figure 1 summarizes our research approach. The developed knowledge representation, learning and 

reasoning methods have been implemented into a general agent building tool called the Disciple 2009 

Learning Agent Shell. As shown in the upper right side of Figure 1, this agent shell can (and has been 

used to) acquire general textbook knowledge from the Science of Evidence (Boicu et al., 2008b; Schum 

et al., 2009a,b). This knowledge is invaluable in any domain which involves evidence-based reasoning.  
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Figure 1. Overview of the research approach. 

The agent shell can now be rapidly trained by a subject matter expert to solve problems in a specific 

domain (e.g., intelligence analysis), becoming a specific cognitive assistant, as indicated in the upper left 

side of Figure 1 (Tecuci et al., 2007c, 2008a, 2008b). The knowledge base of this Disciple cognitive 

assistant can be even more rapidly developed through distributed knowledge acquisition, as indicated in 

the lower right side of Figure 1 and discussed in (Tecuci and Boicu, 2008a). This process reduces most of 

the software engineering activities of developing a new knowledge-based cognitive assistant to more 

efficient knowledge engineering activities of extending the knowledge base of the Disciple learning 

agent shell. 

An end-user (shown in the middle-bottom of Figure 1) can now use the cognitive assistant through 

mixed-initiative interaction (Tecuci et al, 2007a,b; Marcu 2009), where they interleave their 

contributions to a joint reasoning process in a natural way, based on their relative knowledge, rather 

than by following a fixed interaction pattern. The agent will use its knowledge from the Science of 

Evidence to support its user in solving complex evidence-based reasoning problems in partially known 

and dynamic environments (Boicu et al., 2008b; Schum et al., 2009b; Tecuci et al., 2009). Its divide-and –

conquer approach to problem solving facilitates collaborative problem solving, as indicated in the lower-

left part of Figure 1.  

During the reasoning process, the agent will show very clearly what evidence was used and how, 

what is not known, and what assumptions have been made. It can also educate its user on all the 

aspects of the problem solving process (Le 2008; Le et al, 2008a). Through multistrategy learning, the 

agent will also be able to personalize itself to specific users, significantly facilitating its acceptance by 

them.  

The next sections summarize each of these research results. 
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2. PROBLEM CONTEXT: EVIDENCE-BASED REASONING 

Problem solving and decision-making in uncertain and dynamic environments involve evidence-

based reasoning because, generally, one has to reason with evidence about facts rather than the facts 

themselves. Therefore we have researched agent learning for mixed-initiative knowledge acquisition in 

the context of evidence-based reasoning problems, particularly intelligence analysis, which is so 

important for the national defense.  

2.1 Discovery of Hypotheses, Evidence and Arguments: 

Reasoning and Learning 

We view evidence-based reasoning as a process of ceaseless discovery in a non-stationary world, 

process involving evidence in search of hypotheses (through abductive reasoning), hypotheses in search 

of evidence (through deductive reasoning), and evidential tests of hypotheses (through inductive 

reasoning), all going on at the same time (Schum et al., 2009a; Tecuci et al., 2009). As we know, 

abduction shows that something is possibly true, deduction shows that something is necessarily true, 

and induction shows that something is probably true. 

Figure 2 summarizes our general approach to evidence-based reasoning and learning. The discovery 

of a surprising item of evidence (E*i) leads someone to abductively leap to a hypothesis of interest Hk. In 

this case we have evidence in search of hypotheses where the person experiences a flash of insight and 

generates this hypothesis. Asked to justify it, he or she provides the abductive reasoning chain from the 

left hand side of Figure 2. 

The diagram in the middle of Figure 2 illustrates the deductive processes involved when we have 

hypotheses in search of evidence. Once the new hypothesis Hk has been generated, the person has to 

assess it, through deductive reasoning. The reasoning might start as follows. If Hk were true, there are 

sub-hypotheses, listed as Hd and He, that would be necessary and sufficient to make Hk true. If Hd were 

true then one would need to observe Ep. Similarly, each of the sub-hypotheses allows that person to 

deduce potential items of evidence (shown as shaded circles) that bear upon them. So here we have 

hypotheses in search of evidence that guides the process of collecting new evidence. 

Now, some of the newly discovered items of evidence may trigger new hypotheses (or the 

refinement of the current hypothesis). So, as indicated at the bottom left of Figure 2, the processes of 

evidence in search of hypotheses and hypotheses in search of evidence take place at the same time, and 

in response to one another.  

The combination of evidence in search of hypotheses and hypotheses in search of evidence results 

in hypotheses which have to be tested, through inductive reasoning, based on the discovered items of 

evidence, as illustrated in the right-hand side of Figure 2 with hypothesis Hk. The result of the testing 

process is the likelihood of the considered hypothesis.  
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Figure 2. Evidence-based reasoning and learning. 

Our goal is to enable an agent to learn to perform this kind of reasoning, directly from a human 

expert, so that it can effectively assist the expert and other users with future evidence-based reasoning 

tasks. In particular, from each reasoning step (be it abductive, deductive, or inductive), the agent should 

attempt to learn a general (abductive, deductive, or inductive) rule, through a mixed-initiative multi-

strategy learning process.  

We have developed methods for performing these kinds of deductive and inductive reasoning, as 

well as for learning deductive rules and inductive rules. Abductive reasoning and learning cannot be fully 

automated, requiring human participation. However, as we will discuss in Section 11, a future research 

direction is the development of methods for assisting a user in performing abduction, as well as 

methods for learning some types of abductive rules (Eco 1983; Thagard, 1993; Schum 2001b).  

2.2 Wigmorean Networks for Hypothesis Analysis:  

Logic and Probabilistic Reasoning 

Figure 3 illustrates the integrated deductive and inductive reasoning performed by a Disciple 2009 

cognitive assistant and a user in order to assess the likelihood of a hypothesis. This is a Wigmorean 

probabilistic inference network that combines the deductive reasoning tree and the inductive reasoning 

tree from Figure 2. This network has a well-defined structure, which has a grounding in the problem 
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reduction representations developed in Artificial Intelligence (Nilsson, 1971; Tecuci, 1988; Tecuci, 1998), 

and in the argument construction methods provided by the noted jurist John H. Wigmore (1937), the 

philosopher of science Stephen Toulmin (1963), and the evidence professor David Schum (1987, 2001a). 

This approach uses expert knowledge and evidence to successively reduce a complex hypothesis 

analysis problem to simpler and simpler problems, to find the solutions of the simplest problems, and to 

compose these solutions, from bottom-up, to obtain the solution of the initial problem. The solutions of 

these problems are probabilistic because the evidence is always incomplete (no matter how much we 

have), usually inconclusive (it is consistent with the truth of more than one possible hypothesis), 

frequently ambiguous (we cannot always determine exactly what the evidence is telling us), commonly 

dissonant (some of it favors one possible hypothesis but other evidence favors other hypotheses), and 

with any gradation of believability shy of perfection (Schum, 1987; Schum, 2001a). 

In our research we have considered symbolic probabilities, as indicated in Figure 4, with names 

similar to those from the US National Intelligence Council’s standard estimative language. For example, 

as shown in Figure 4, indicating that a hypothesis is “likely” is equivalent to saying that its probability of 

being true is between 0.55 and 0.75. Of course, the actual symbolic probabilities and the associated 

intervals from Figure 4 are just examples. A user may decide to use other names for symbolic 

probabilities, as well as other associated intervals, as discussed by Kent (1994) and Weiss (2008). 

The Wigmorean network from Figure 3 shows how evidence is linked to hypotheses through 

arguments that establish the relevance, believability and inferential force or weight of evidence (Schum 

et al., 2009a, 2009b). First, the assessment of hypothesis Hk (problem [P1]) is reduced to the assessment 

of two simpler hypotheses, Hd and He (problems [P2] and [P2], respectively). Each of these hypotheses is 

assessed by considering both favoring evidence and disfavoring evidence (e.g., problems [P5] and [P6]). 

Let us assume that there are two items of favoring evidence for Hd: E1 and E2. For each of them (e.g., E1) 

the agent assesses the extent to which it favors the hypothesis Hd (i.e., [P6]). This requires assessing 

both the relevance of E1 to Hd (problem [P8]) and the believability of E1 (problem [P9]).  

The relevance answers the question: So what? How does this datum or item of information, 

whatever it is, bear on what a user is trying to prove or disprove? 

The believability answers the question: Can we believe what this item of information is telling us? 

Let us assume that the agent has obtained the following solutions for the problems [P8] and [P9]: 

 If we believe E1 then Hd is almost certain.      [S8] 

 It is likely that E1 is true.         [S9] 

By compositing the solutions [S8] and [S9] (e.g., through a “min” function) the agent assesses the 

inferential force or weight of E1 on Hd: 

 Based on E1 it is likely that H11 is true.       [S6] 
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Figure 3. Hypothesis analysis through logic and probabilistic reasoning. 

As illustrated above, the inferential force or weight answers the question: How strong is this item or 

body of relevant evidence in favoring or disfavoring various alternative hypotheses or possible 

conclusions being entertained?  

Similarly the agent assesses the inferential force or weight of E2 on Hd: 

 Based on E2 it is almost certain that H11 is true.      [S7] 

By composing the solutions [S6] and [S7] (e.g., through a “max” function) the agent assesses the 

inferential force/weight of the favoring evidence (i.e., E1 and E2) on Hd: 

 Based on the favoring evidence it is almost certain that Hd is true.   [S4]  

Through a similar process the agent assesses the disfavoring evidence for Hd: 

 Based on the disfavoring evidence it is unlikely that H11 is false.    [S5] 

Because there is very strong evidence favoring Hd and there is weak evidence disfavoring Hd, the 
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agent concludes: 

 It is almost certain that Hd is true.       [S2] 

The sub-hypothesis He is assessed through a similar process: 

 It is an even chance that He is true.       [S3] 

The solutions of Hd and He are composed (e.g., through “average”) into the evidence-based 

assessment of Hk: 

 It is likely that Hk is true.         [S1] 

 

Figure 4. Sample symbolic probabilities and their corresponding probability intervals. 

This reasoning approach of the Disciple agent, illustrated in Figure 3, represents a natural 

integration of logic and probabilistic reasoning. This is in itself a significant accomplishment because 

most of the work on the development of cognitive systems has been done either in a logical framework 

[e.g. CYC (Lenat, 1995), Protégé (Musen et al., 2003), TAINS/TRIPS (Ferguson and Allen, 2007), MAPGEN 

(Bresina and Morris, 2007), PExA (Myers et al., 2007), Disciple (Tecuci, 1998)], or a probabilistic one 

[e.g., (AUTOCLASS (Cheesman et al., 1988), MSBNx (Kadie et al., 2001), Bayesian KB (Santos and Dinh, 

2004), Analytica (Arnold et al., 2007), JCAT (Lemmer, 2007)], with not much interaction between the two 

research communities. However, robust, flexible, and scalable problem-solving and decision-support 

systems for complex military and civilian applications require both logical and probabilistic 

representations, with corresponding learning and reasoning capabilities. Indeed, while logical and 

understandable solutions are needed, they have to be developed in the context of uncertain knowledge 

about a dynamic environment, which necessarily requires probabilistic reasoning.  

Important recent work on the integration of the logical and the probabilistic paradigms has been 

reported in (Shirazi and Amir, 2007; Domingos and Richardson, 2006; Milch, et al., 2005; Nodelman, et 

al., 2005; Sutton et al., 2007). However, most of these studies concern conventional or Bayesian 

probabilistic models and assume that probabilities will always be supported by relative frequencies and 

relevant statistics. In other words, their assumption is that the events of concern are repeatable or 
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replicable. They do not consider the properties, uses, and discovery of evidence about unique, singular, 

or one-of-a-kind events. Such evidence occurs frequently in very many military and civilian applications, 

including most intelligence analysis and the intelligence preparation of the battlefield.  

3. LEARNING-ORIENTED KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 

We have developed a knowledge representation centered on the notion of concept that facilitates 

the basic operations involved in learning, such as generalizing concepts, specializing concepts, and 

comparing the generality of concepts. This representation is described in detail in (Tecuci and Boicu 

2008c).  

3.1 Concept Representation 

Basic concepts representing objects and features are explicitly represented in an ontology (Tecuci 

and Boicu, 2008b). More complex concepts are expressed using first order logical expressions involving 

basic concepts. The basic representation unit (BRU) for a more complex concept has the form of a 

sequence (?O1, ?O2 ,…, ?On), where each ?Oi has the following structure, called clause: 

?Oi  instance of concepti  

featurei1 ?Oi1  

. . .  

featurein ?Oim 

Concepti is either an object concept from the object ontology, or a numeric interval, or a set of 

numbers, or a set of strings, or an ordered set of intervals. Feature i1 … featurein are features from the 

ontology. ?Oi1 … ?Oim are distinct variables from the sequence (?O1, ?O2, … , ?On).  

A concept may be a conjunctive expression of the following form, meaning that any instance of the 

concept satisfies BRU and does not satisfy BRU1 and … and does not satisfy BRUp: 

BRU 

Except-When BRU1 

. . .  

Except-When BRUp  

Such expressions are learned from positive and negative examples, and can be easily generalized (to 

cover new positive examples) or specialized (to uncover negative examples) by using various 

generalization and specialization rules. The generalization rules include: turning constants into variables, 

turning occurrences of a variable into different variables, climbing the generalization hierarchies, 

dropping conditions, extending intervals, extending ordered sets of intervals, extending discrete sets, 

using feature definitions, and using inference rules. The reverse of these generalization rules are 

specialization rules. 
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Partially learned concepts are represented as plausible version spaces, as illustrated in Figure 5. The 

concept in Figure 5 is characterized by a main plausible version space condition and may also have one 

or several except-when plausible version space conditions. Each plausible version space is defined by a 

plausible lower bound and a plausible upper bound. The plausible lower bound of the main plausible 

version space condition is a minimal generalization of the positive examples of the concept that covers 

as few negative examples as possible. Similarly, the plausible upper bound is a maximal generalization. 

These generalizations are obtained by applying the generalization and specialization rules mentioned 

above. These generalizations are called plausible because they are based on the incomplete ontology of 

the agent which constitutes the agent’s generalization hierarchy (Tecuci and Boicu, 2008b). Each except-

when plausible version space condition characterizes a set of negative examples of the concept. 

Therefore, the concept represented in Figure 5 is the set of examples that are covered by the main 

condition without being covered by the except-when condition. As indicated in Figure 5, this 

representation associates levels of likelihood to its potential instances. For example, an instance covered 

by the lower bound of the main plausible version space condition (showed as dark green in Figure 5) is 

most likely a positive example. Similarly, an instance covered by the lower bound of an except-when 

condition (showed as dark red), is most likely a negative example. The representation language also 

allows explicit representation of the known positive and negative exceptions of the concept.  

All the elements of the knowledge base of an agent are represented as concepts, as discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

Figure 5. Partially learned concept with exceptions. 

 

3.2 Knowledge Base 

The knowledge base of an agent consists of an object ontology and various types of reasoning rules. 
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3.2.1 Ontology 

A detailed description of the ontological representation, the ontology development tools, and the 

knowledge engineering guidelines for building ontologies is provided in (Boicu et al., 2008b; Tecuci and 

Boicu 2008c).  

The ontology is a hierarchical representation of the objects from the application domain of an agent. 

It includes both descriptions of the different types of objects (called concepts, such as tangible evidence or 

authoritative record), and descriptions of individual objects (called instances, such as Evidence-1), together 

with the properties of each object and the relationships between objects. A fragment of an ontology of 

evidence is shown in the right hand side of Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Evidence classification and its credentials. 

The ontology plays a crucial role for a cognitive assistant, being at the basis of knowledge 

representation, user-agent communication, problem solving, knowledge acquisition and learning. First, 

the ontology provides the basic representational constituents for all the elements of the knowledge 

base, such as the problems, the problem reduction rules, and the solution synthesis rules. It also allows 

the representation of partially learned knowledge, based on the plausible version space concept.  

Second, the agent’s ontology enables it to communicate with the user and with other agents by 

declaring the terms that the agent understands. Consequently, the ontology enables knowledge sharing 

and reuse among agents that share a common vocabulary which they understand.  
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Third, the problem solving methods of the agent are applied by matching them against the current 

state of the agent’s world which is represented in the ontology. The use of partially learned knowledge 

(with plausible version spaces) in reasoning allows solving of problems with different degrees of 

confidence.  

And fourth, the ontology represents the generalization hierarchy for learning, where specific 

problem and problem solving steps are generalized into rules by replacing instances with concepts 

expressed with the objects and features from the ontology.  

The ontology of the agent is considered to be incomplete and is continuously extended during the 

agent’s problem solving and learning. This means that new types of objects may be added to the 

ontology, as well as new types of features, individual objects and individual features. A feature is 

defined by its domain (the type of objects that can have that feature) and its range (the set of possible 

values). Both the domains and the ranges are concepts that can be partially learned and are 

continuously evolving. 

3.2.2 Reasoning Rules 

Problems, Problem Reductions, Solutions Synthesis 

As discussed in Section 2.2, the agents considered in this research employ a general divide-and-

conquer approach to problem solving which we refer to as problem reduction and solution synthesis. As 

Alvin Toffler (1984) pointed out: “One of the most highly developed skills in contemporary Western 

civilization is dissection; the split-up of problems into their smallest possible components. We are good 

at it. So good, we often forget to put the pieces back together again.” Indeed, this paradigm was 

successfully applied to a wide range of domains (e.g., planning, analysis, design, programming, medical 

diagnosis), but most of the approaches emphasize the reduction phase, where complex problems are 

successively reduced to simpler ones. Most often the synthesis phase is reduced to either selecting the 

solution of a simpler problem as the solution of the initial problem, as in medical diagnosis (Ahn et al., 

2006), or to collecting all the elementary solutions, as in hierarchical task-network planning (Ghallab et 

al., 2004). Our approach is general both with respect to the reduction phase and with respect to the 

synthesis phase.  

As shown in Figure 7, Problem 1 can be solved through different strategies, each reducing it to a 

different set of subproblems. For instance, if Question 1 has as answer Answer 1, then to solve Problem 

1 one has to solve Problem 2 and Problem 3. Moreover, if Question 2 has as answer Answer 2, then 

there is an additional way of solving Problem 1, by solving Problem 4 and Problem 5. Once the solutions 

of Problem 2 and Problem 3 have been found (i.e. Solution 2 and Solution 3), they can be combined into 

Solution A1, corresponding to the first problem solving strategy. Similarly, one obtains Solution A2, 

corresponding to the second problem solving strategy. Then, in order to find the solution of Problem 1, 

one has to combine Solution A1 and Solution A2. Thus, in general, to obtain the solution of a problem 

(e.g. Problem 1) one not only needs to obtain the solution corresponding to each reduction strategy (by 

using a reduction-level synthesis), but also to combine all these solutions into the solution of the 
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problem (by using a problem-level synthesis). Moreover, the agent would need to be able to provide a 

solution to Problem 1 when only some of the attempted reduction strategies provide solutions, which 

requires additional types of problem-level synthesis. 

As this example illustrates, the knowledge base of the agent has to include problem reduction rules, 

reduction-level synthesis rules, and problem-level synthesis rules which, when applied, generate 

reasoning trees like the ones in Figure 3 and Figure 7. The representation of these different types of 

rules is discussed in the next section. 

 

Figure 7. Problem reduction and solution synthesis. 

Concept-based Representation of Different Types of Rules 

The researched agents need to reason formally with the informal natural language used by the 

experts and the end-users. To accomplish this, we have defined a unified structure for all the agent’s 

reasoning rules which includes of the following elements: 

 An informal structure and associated parameters which preserves the natural language 

pattern of an expression such as a problem, a problem reduction step, or a solution 

synthesis step. This structure is generated by simply replacing each instance or constant 

from the natural language expression with a variable which becomes a structure parameter. 

 A (partially learned) concept which represents the set of all possible combinations of 

parameter values for which the corresponding natural language structure is a correct 

expression (e.g., a problem that makes sense, or a correct problem reduction step). 

 The examples and the explanations from which the rule (or concept) has been learned. They 

are kept in two forms which correspond to the organization of the knowledge base into a 
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domain part (containing the rules, the concepts and the instances that are common to all 

the possible scenarios) and several scenario parts (each scenario containing only the 

instances that exist in that scenario). One form of an example (explanation) is a minimal 

generalization that does not contain any instance. This is kept in the domain part of the 

knowledge base. The other form is the actual example (explanation) which contains 

instances and is kept in the corresponding scenario part. This representation facilitates the 

efficient adaptation of the learned knowledge to changes in the agent’s ontology, as 

discussed in the next section. 

Learning and Problem Solving based on Confidence Levels 

The left hand side of Figure 8 shows the structure of the reduction rule that would be learned from 

Reduction 1 in the left hand side of Figure 7. As illustrated in Figure 8, this rule has an applicability 

condition which is the concept covering all the instances for which the reduction is correct. A partially 

learned rule has a partially learned applicability condition (e.g., PVS Condition and Except-When PVS 

Condition). This partially learned rule generates reductions with different levels of plausibility.  

Figure 8. Plausible reasoning based on a partially learned rule. 

The synthesis rules and the problems themselves have similar structures with applicability 

conditions that can be partially learned. This general structure is also used for other knowledge 

elements, such as partially learned features that are characterized by partially learned concepts 

representing their domains and ranges. This is important because the system can use the same learning 

methods for all the knowledge elements with this general structure. It can also use the same plausible 

reasoning methods based on various levels of confidence. 

The way a partially learned rule is used depends on the main goal of the agent. If the main goal is to 

support its user in problem solving, then the agent will generate the solutions that are more likely to be 

correct. For example, a reduction covered by the plausible lower bound of the PVS condition and not 

covered by any of the Except-When PVS conditions (e.g. reduction r1 in Figure 8) will be preferable to a 
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reduction covered by the plausible upper bound of the PVS condition and not covered by any of the 

Except-When PVS conditions (e.g., reduction 2), because it is more likely to be correct. 

However, if the main goal of the agent is to improve its reasoning rules, then reduction r2 is more 

useful to be generated then reduction r1. Indeed, no matter how the user characterizes r2 (either as 

correct or as incorrect) the agent will be able to use it to refine the rule, either by generalizing the 

plausible lower bound of the PVS condition to cover r2 (if r2 is a correct reduction), or to specialize the 

plausible upper bound of the PVS condition to uncover r2 (if r2 is an incorrect reduction), or the learn an 

additional Except-When PVS condition based on r2 (again, if r2 is an incorrect reduction). 

3.3 Generic Knowledge from the Science of Evidence 

The emerging Science of Evidence, which is based upon 700 years of experience in the Anglo-

American system of law for testing the competence and credibility of witnesses, provides significant 

knowledge for evidence-based reasoning. This general knowledge is not only very valuable for any agent 

performing evidence-based reasoning but it can be represented once in the knowledge base of an agent 

shell and used by any agent developed with that shell, without any additional knowledge acquisition 

effort. 

We have collaborated with David Schum, one of the founding fathers of the Science of Evidence 

(Schum, 1987; Schum 2001a; Anderson et al., 2005), to acquire generic knowledge from the Science of 

Evidence and represent it into the knowledge base of the Disciple 2009 Learning Agent Shell. 

Our paper (Schum et al., 2009b) presents a foundation for an evidence categorization scheme that 

tells us what kinds and combinations of evidence we have in any intelligence analysis regardless of the 

substance or content of the evidence and the objectives of the analysis. It presents three substance-

blind classifications of evidence, one based on believability, one on relevance, and one on inferential 

force, which support the development of Wigmorean networks for hypotheses analysis (see Figure 3).  

Part of the classification based on the believability of evidence is shown in the right hand side of 

Figure 6. The importance of this classification is that for each type of evidence identified (e.g., 

demonstrative tangible evidence, or unequivocal testimonial evidence based upon direct observation) 

there are specific credentials for assessing the believability or credibility of evidence (e.g., authenticity, 

reliability and accuracy for demonstrative tangible evidence), as well as specific and well-defined 

procedures for performing these assessments, as shown in the left hand side of Figure 6. 

We have also developed a mixed-initiative computational approach for analyzing evidence and its 

chain of custody, which is presented in detail in (Schum et al, 2009a). 

4. AGENT REASONING, TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Instead of being programmed by a knowledge engineer, the agent learns its expertise directly from 

an expert who can teach it in a way that is similar to how the expert would teach a new collaborator, 
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through problem solving examples and explanations. Figure 9 shows the most important phases of this 

process which are further discussed in the following sections.  

 

Figure 9. Control of modeling, learning and problem solving. 

The expert formulates the problem to be solved and the agent uses its partially learned knowledge 

to solve it by generating a reasoning tree. The expert analyzes the generated tree and may take one of 

the following actions: 

 If there is any sub-problem that the agent cannot solve by itself (i.e. a leaf in the generated 

reasoning tree), the expert interacts with the agent to develop a solution for that sub-

problem and to explain it. As a result, the agent will learn new reasoning rules by 

generalizing the reasoning steps from the example solution sub-tree. The agent will also 

extend its ontology with the new instances and features encountered in the solution sub-

tree or in the corresponding explanations.  

 If there is any wrong reasoning step, the expert interacts with the agent to explain the 

mistake and the agent will specialize the rule which generated it, to no longer make such 

mistakes in the future. This case may also result in an extension of the ontology if the 

explanation of the mistake includes new instances or new features. 

 The reasoning steps that are accepted by the expert as correct are used as positive 

examples of the corresponding reasoning rules which are generalized to cover them. In 

these cases the expert may also provide additional explanations which will specialize the 

rule and may extend the ontology. 
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While knowledge base development (and agent development in general) is known to be a difficult 

and time-consuming process, knowledge base refinement is even more difficult and time consuming. 

Notice, however, that in the case of the Disciple cognitive assistants there is no longer a distinction 

between knowledge base development and its refinement, both consisting of learning and refining the 

reasoning rules and the ontology. 

5. MIXED-INITIATIVE REASONING 

A main motivation of this research effort is the obvious complementariness between humans and 

computers with respect to complex problem solving and decision-making. Humans are slow, sloppy, 

forgetful, implicit, and subjective, but have common sense and intuition, and may find creative solutions 

in new situations. In contrast, computer systems are fast, rigorous, precise, explicit, and objective, but 

they lack common sense and the ability to deal with new situations. Moreover, in contrast to a 

computer system, a human has a very limited attention span and can analyze only a small number of 

alternatives at a time. Therefore, a main research objective was to create a mixed-initiative reasoning 

framework that synergistically integrates the complementary capabilities of humans and computer 

systems, taking advantage of their relative strengths to compensate for each-others weaknesses.  

One element of this mixed-initiative reasoning framework is the developed divide-and-conquer 

(problem reduction and solution synthesis) approach to problem solving which is both natural for a 

human user and appropriate for an automated agent. As discussed in Section 6 this helps an expert to 

make explicit his or her reasoning process in solving a problem, and also allows the agent to help with 

this process. 

A second element of this framework is represented by the developed mixed-initiative teaching and 

learning methods, where the expert helps the agent to learn (by providing representative examples and 

explanations) and the agent helps the expert to teach it by asking relevant questions whose answers 

guide it in learning and refining it knowledge (see Section 7). 

A third element of the mixed-initiative reasoning framework is the actual control of the problem 

solving process where the human acts as the orchestrator of the reasoning process, guiding the high-

level exploration, while the agent implements this guidance by taking into account the learned human’s 

preferred problem solving strategies. To facilitate this process, we have developed a method to abstract 

the large reasoning tree generated by agent, allowing the user to easily understand and browse a much 

smaller abstract reasoning tree as a table of contents for the detailed tree (Le, 2008). As discussed in 

Section 8.2, we have also developed methods (implemented in an assumption assistant) that allow the 

user and the agent to solve problems based on incomplete and uncertain information, and in time-

critical situations. In essence, the user can define solutions for specific problems as assumptions, when 

he or she does not have relevant evidence or time to decompose those problems (Marcu, 2009; Tecuci 

et al., 2007d).  
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A final element of this framework is the ability of the user to teach his/her agent how to interact, as 

discussed in Section 8. 

6. MODELING EXPERT’S REASONING 

Previous experiments have shown that making explicit their reasoning process is the most difficult 

activity during the teaching of the agent by an expert (Boicu et al., 2005). We have investigated two 

approaches to alleviate this difficulty. One is the development of guidelines for an expert to express 

his/her reasoning in the problem reduction / solution synthesis paradigm. The expert will express the 

problem to be solved in natural language and then will ask a question related to how to solve this 

problem (for example, what problem strategy to use or how to apply that strategy, once it was 

selected). Then the expert will provide the answer to that question which will guide him/her in 

formulating the reduction of the problem to simpler problems (see the reduction steps in Figure 7). It is 

as if the expert is thinking allowed while solving a problem. The questions and their answers force the 

expert to make explicit the reasons behind his/her solutions, and significantly facilitate agent’s learning 

(see Section 7). Experience with the development of several Disciple cognitive assistants (see Section10) 

has shown that the experts find this form of expressing their reasoning very natural.  

A second approach for alleviating the difficulty the experts face in making explicit their reasoning is 

the development of methods (implemented as a Modeling Assistant) that will guide them in this 

process. These methods and the developed Modeling Assistant are described in detail in (Marcu, 2009). 

The Modeling Assistant can make both specific and general suggestions on how to complete a current 

reduction step being defined by the expert. It uses analogy with previously learned rules to suggest a 

specific question for a problem, or a specific answer for a question, or specific sub-problems and 

solutions once the other elements of the reasoning step have been defined (Marcu, 2009; Boicu, 2002). 

Upon acceptance, a suggestion can be further refined by the expert. General suggestions are based on 

abstractions defined for the problems and reductions used to generate the reasoning tree (Le, 2008; Le 

et al., 2008a). The user is guided in selecting an abstraction of the current problem or reduction to be 

defined. Once an abstraction is selected, the system may suggest reasoning patterns that are covered by 

that abstraction. 

The Modeling Assistant not only helps the experts in expressing their reasoning, but it also leads to 

better formalized knowledge bases by encouraging the reuse of the reasoning patterns as opposed to 

defining similar but slightly different patterns and associated rules.  

7. RULE LEARNING AND REFINEMENT 

7.1 Rule Learning 

A significant accomplishment of this research is the generalization of the previously developed 

multistrategy apprenticeship learning methods. In particular, these generalized methods allow the 
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learning of rules for different types of knowledge elements: problems, reduction steps, synthesis steps, 

domains and ranges of features (see Section 3.2.2). This is a type of integrated learning from examples, 

from explanations, and from experimentation, where the agent generalizes a natural language 

statement provided by the expert (e.g. a problem or a problem reduction step) into a general pattern by 

replacing all the instances and constants with variables and by learning a general concept that 

represents the set of instantiations of those variables for which the instantiated pattern makes sense 

(e.g., is a problem that makes sense or is a correct reduction of a problem to simpler problems).  

Let us consider, for instance, the reasoning tree from Figure 7 formulated by the expert when 

teaching the agent. From each problem (e.g., Problem 1), the agent will learn a general rule of the form 

“IF <condition> THEN Problem 1g”. The condition allows the instantiation of the variables from 

Problem1g such that the resulting problem makes sense. The condition of a partially learned rule will 

have the form illustrated in Figure 5.  

Similarly, from each reasoning step, consisting of a problem, a question, its answer and one or 

several sub-problems, the agent learns a general reasoning rule which has the structure illustrated in 

Figure 8. The initial version space of the applicability condition is defined by two generalizations of the 

question-answer pair which represents the explanation of why the corresponding problem was reduced 

to the simpler problems: 1) the minimal generalization of the question-answer pair that does not 

contain any instance, and 2) the maximal generalization (Tecuci et al., 2007c). 

7.2 Rule Refinement 

The learned rules are immediately applied in problem solving, in situations where their plausible 

upper bound conditions are satisfied. These applications have then to be judged by the expert as being 

correct or incorrect, as illustrated in Figure 9. Moreover, in case of incorrect applications, the agent will 

interact with the expert to find the explanation of why the corresponding reasoning step is incorrect, 

and will use this explanation (if found) to refine the rule. There are many strategies to refine a rule to no 

longer cover a negative example, as described in (Boicu et al., 2007) and illustrated in Figure 10.  

As one can notice in Figure 10, there are many regions in the condition space where the negative 

example can be located and for each of them there are several alternative ways of refining the rule, 

depending on the form of the failure explanation. Let us consider, for instance, that the negative 

example is covered by the plausible upper bound of the main condition but it is not covered by the 

plausible lower bound. If the failure explanation has the form “I1 is C1”, where I1 is an instance from the 

example and C1 is a concept from the ontology, then the agent can specialize the plausible upper bound 

of the main condition to no longer cover the negative example. If, however, the failure explanation has a 

different form (e.g. “object1 relation object2”) then the agent will add an except-when plausible version 

space condition to the rule. If no failure explanation is found, then the agent will keep the negative 

example as a negative exception. 
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Figure 10. Rule refinement with negative examples. 

 

7.3 Learning and Adaptation in a Dynamic Environment 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the agent stores with a learned rule minimal generalizations of the 

examples and the explanations from which the rule was learned, generalizations that do not contain any 

instances or constants (see Example 1g and Explanation 1g in Figure 8). The generalized examples will 

also store their current support as the number of the known specific examples they covers in all the 

scenarios. If a generalized example has only positive examples (e.g., correct problem reductions) or only 

negative examples (e.g., incorrect problem reductions), then it is a positive general example and, 

respectively, a negative general example. If a generalized example has both positive and negative 

specific examples that it is considered irrelevant for relearning because nothing was stored to 

differentiate between the examples. This allows the agent to store valuable relearning information in an 

efficient way, without storing the scenarios containing the actual examples, which would require a very 

large amount of memory. With this information, the agent is able to continuously and efficiently update 

the previously learned rules in response to changes in the ontology, such as the introduction of new 

concepts and relationships. For example, a previously learned rule can be automatically relearned from 

its general examples and explanations, in the context of the new ontology, as will be described below. In 

principle, this is a time-consuming process because it needs to be performed each time the ontology is 

changed. However, we have developed a very efficient method, where version numbers are associated 
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with the ontology and with the individual rules. When a change is made in the ontology, its version 

number is incremented. When a rule is used in problem solving and its version number is different from 

that of the current ontology, the rule is automatically relearned and its version number updated to that 

of the ontology. This simple scheme assures that rules updating takes place only when needed and only 

for the rules that are needed, rather than for each rule after each change of the ontology.  

Rule relearning has three main phases. In the first phase the minimally generalized examples and 

explanations are validated in the context of the modified ontology. The specific examples corresponding 

to the available scenarios are also validated. The validation will check if the elements from examples and 

the explanations are still in the ontology. If not, they are either removed from the corresponding 

examples/explanations, or the entire examples/explanations containing them are removed. For the 

existing specific examples, the corresponding general examples are also checked to determine whether 

they are still minimal generalizations, updating them, if necessary. The support associated with the 

general examples is also updated.  

The second phase of a rule’s relearning re-computes its new plausible version space condition. The 

lower bound of the main plausible version space condition is re-computed as the minimal generalization 

of the positive general examples that does not cover the general negative examples. Similarly, the upper 

bound of the main plausible version space condition is re-computed as a maximal generalization. The 

new except when plausible version space conditions are computed in a similar way as minimal/maximal 

generalizations on the general negative examples that do not cover the general positive examples.  

In the third phase, after the entire plausible version space condition of a rule was re-computed, the 

general examples as well as the available specific examples (i.e., those for which the corresponding 

scenarios are still available) are re-checked and positive and negative exceptions are determined. The 

positive exceptions are specific or general positive examples that are not covered by the updated upper 

bound of the main condition of the rule. The negative exceptions are specific or general negative 

examples that are covered by the lower bound of the main condition without being covered by any 

except-when condition. These exceptions are generally caused by the incompleteness of the ontology, 

and they will guide its future extensions. 

8. LEARNING MIXED-INITIATIVE USER-AGENT INTERACTION MODELS 

8.1 An Approach to Learning Interaction Models 

Mixed-initiative interaction facilitates a collaboration between intelligent agents and their users that 

takes advantage of their complementary capabilities by supporting each of them in taking the initiative 

to perform the tasks for which they are most qualified, at the appropriate time. We have researched a 

learning-based approach to the development of mixed-initiative models of the interaction between an 

end-user and a cognitive assistant. This approach, described in more detail in (Marcu, 2009), is 

characterized by:  
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 An architecture for a cognitive assistant implemented as a collection of agents based on 

mixed-initiative interaction models. 

 A step-by-step process for developing additional mixed-initiative interaction agents that can 

be integrated into the architecture of the cognitive assistant to extend its functionality. 

At the basis of our approach is a task analysis methodology that results in the learning of executable 

interaction models by the mixed-initiative assistants. It includes general methods and guidelines for 

developing conceptual plans for human-agent interaction, translating these conceptual interaction plans 

into interaction models executable by a state-based interaction engine, the conceptualization of the 

interactions into an interaction ontology, and the adaptation and application of our learning methods to 

enable the learning of general interaction patterns. 

This approach transforms the software engineering activity of programming interaction models into 

a knowledge engineering one. It was used in the development of two innovative mixed-initiative 

interaction agents, the Modeling Assistant discussed in Section 6 and the Assumption Assistant 

discussed in this section. Both these assistants are part of the multi-agent Disciple cognitive assistant. 

8.2 Mixed-Initiative Assumption Assistant  

The Assumption Assistant helps Disciple users in solving problems based on incomplete and 

uncertain information by allowing them to define solutions for unsolved problems as assumptions, to 

override agent-generated solutions, and to experiment with “What-If” scenarios. 

Let us consider, for example, the actions that must be performed by the user while interacting with 

the Assumption Assistant to define assumptions for problems with no solution from a generated 

reasoning tree. A possible interaction between the user and the agent is shown in the left side of Figure 

11. In essence, the interaction consists in selecting a problem for which to define a new assumption, 

invoking the new assumption editing component, determining the applicable solution patterns and 

defining the new assumption by instantiating the desired pattern, followed by saving the new 

assumption and continuing the same process for the other problems with no solution. The actions 

performed by the expert are shown with white background while those performed by the agent are 

shown with light blue background. 

In the regular (non mixed-initiative) interaction, shown in the left hand side of Figure 11, the user 

has to perform almost all of the actions. However, if the agent understands the current reasoning 

context (in this case that of problem solving, as opposed to rule learning or modeling expert’s 

reasoning), it can take the initiative in performing more operations, as illustrated in the right side of 

Figure 11. Because the agent performs more actions, the user may concentrate on the more creative 

operations. This is expected to lead to a much more efficient interaction and a better user experience. In 

our approach, the user can teach the agent how he or she would like to interact with it, and the agent 

learns general interaction models from the user. This learning ability allows the agent to also adapt to 

the changing needs and preferences of the user. 
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Figure 11. Basic versus mixed-initiative user interaction with the Assumption Assistant. 

8.3 Developing a Mixed-Initiative Interaction Agent 

We have developed a systematic approach to building such mixed-initiative interaction agents, in 

the context of extending an existing multi-agent system with a new mixed-initiative agent. This process, 

which is illustrated Figure 12 and detailed in (Marcu, 2009), starts with a capability analysis that 

identifies the high level tasks to be performed with the new agent. For example, in the case of the 

Assumption Assistant, these tasks include “View assumptions defined for the current problem”, “Define 

a new assumption” and “Modify a previously defined assumption”. 

This is followed by a task analysis step in which a conceptual interaction model is developed for each 

high level task. Basically, a conceptual interaction model is a plan (or set of plans) that must be executed 

in order to accomplish a task. During the development of such a conceptual interaction plan, the 

elementary actions that have to be performed by the agent or by the user to accomplish the task are 

identified and formally specified. For example, an elementary action for the Assumption Assistant is 

“Open New Assumption component”, shown in Figure 11, which would invoke the new assumption 

editing component. 

The third step, agent development, has two parts, the implementation of the agent’s functionality 

and the development of an executable interaction model for the agent. In the traditional approach, 

these two parts are both software development activities. In our approach, the development of the 

interaction model was transformed into a knowledge engineering activity. 
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First, methods to execute the identified elementary actions are implemented in the agent. Next, the 

conceptual interaction models are translated into state-based interactions. Our approach exploits the 

complementarity between the advantages and, respectively, the limitations of conceptual interaction 

models and state-based interaction models by using the models for the steps that are the most useful, 

as detailed in (Marcu, 2009).  

Figure 12. General approach to the development of a mixed-initiative interaction agent. 

We have developed a systematic process for translating conceptual interaction models into their 

equivalent state-based interaction models by defining a set of translation guidelines, as described in 

(Marcu, 2009). The translation process also results in the design of a state ontology for representing the 

state of the interaction, as well as the identification of the effects of each elementary action, which have 

to be implemented in the agent. The state-based interaction model is then used to teach the agent how 

to interact with the user by defining examples of interactions from which the agent will learn general 

interaction rules.  

The result is an interaction knowledge base which contains the state ontology and, respectively, the 

tasks and rules that represent the executable interaction model. The interaction knowledge base, 

together with the basic functionality, represents the new agent. This agent will interact with the user 

the way it was taught to interact.  
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The developed agent can be further refined by using a process similar to the one used for 

developing it. There are two types of refinements:  

 Extend the capability of the agent by adding new actions (which may require updating the 

basic functionality of the agent through software engineering methods). 

 Refine the executable interaction model through knowledge engineering methods. 

9. LEARNING AND TUTORING AGENT SHELL 

9.1 From Expert System Shells to Learning and Tutoring Agent Shells 

A main objective of this research was to enable rapid development and easy maintenance of 

knowledge-based problem solving and decision-making assistants that can capture, use, preserve, and 

transfer to other users the military expertise which currently takes years to establish, is lost when 

military experts separate from service, and is costly to replace. One of its main results is a refinement of 

the concept of learning agent shell and the definition of the new concept of learning and tutoring agent 

shell. The concept of learning and tutoring agent shell evolved from the concept of learning agent shell 

(Tecuci 1998) which itself evolved from the concept of expert system shell (Clancey, 1984). Its general 

architecture is represented in Figure 13 and described in more detail in (Le, 2008; Le et al, 2008a). 

Figure 13. Learning and tutoring agent shell. 

An expert system shell is a system that consists of an inference engine for a certain class of tasks 

(e.g., planning, design, diagnosis, monitoring, prediction, interpretation, etc.) and supports a 

representation formalism in which a knowledge base can be encoded. If the inference engine of an 

expert system shell is adequate for a certain expert task (e.g. planning), then the process of building an 

expert system for that type of tasks is reduced to the building of the knowledge base. 

However, even with using an expert system shell, building an expert system remains a very difficult 

and time-consuming task because of the complexity of acquiring expert knowledge. In response to this 

challenge, we have developed the concept of learning agent shell, a new type of tool which, in addition 

to a general problem solving engine, it contains a learning engine and a general knowledge base 

structured into an object ontology and a set of rules. Building an expert system for a specific application 
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consists in customizing the shell for that application and in developing the knowledge base. The learning 

engine facilitates the building of the knowledge base by subject matter experts and knowledge 

engineers. In this project we have refined the concept of learning agent shell to include generic 

knowledge for evidence-based reasoning from the Science of Evidence, as discussed in Section 3.3. This 

further facilitates the development of the knowledge base for a new system which already contains 

generic knowledge for evidence-based reasoning. 

A learning and tutoring agent shell extends a learning agent shell with a generic pedagogy 

knowledge base, tutoring engine, and corresponding interfaces. It is a tool for building learning and 

tutoring agents which can capture and use subject matter expertise, as well as transfer it to other users. 

9.2 Disciple 2009 Shell and Methodology 

The developed agent learning theory has been implemented into the Disciple 2009 learning and 

tutoring agent shell, the architecture of which is shown at the bottom of Figure 14. The Disciple 2009 

Shell includes general modules for user-agent interaction, ontology representation, problem solving, 

learning, tutoring, as well as general knowledge for evidence-based reasoning (both ontology and rules).  

Figure 14. Disciple shell and Disciple cognitive assistants. 

The learning and tutoring agent shell allows a new paradigm for rapid development, as well as easy 

maintenance and adaptation of knowledge-based cognitive assistants. The top part of Figure 14 shows 

three Disciple cognitive assistants developed with the Disciple shell. Each assistant incorporates the shell 

and its development consists in developing the knowledge base. However, in the case of the Cognitive 

Assistant for Intelligence Analysis (which is the most-recently developed one), this knowledge base 
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already includes general knowledge for evidence-based reasoning from the Science of Evidence. 

Therefore, what remained to be acquired was the expert knowledge specific to the agent’s domain. 

Moreover, this knowledge was rapidly acquired by employing the developed learning methods. 

Maintenance and adaptation was done through additional learning.  

In the next section we will briefly discuss the cognitive assistants from the top of Figure 14 and the 

transition of this research.  

10. DISCIPLE Cognitive Assistants 

Successive versions of the Disciple shell have been used to develop and transition several Disciple 

cognitive assistants. Their development has been partially supported by several organizations, including 

the Air Force Research Laboratory (Tecuci and Boicu, 2008a), the Intelligence Community (Tecuci et al., 

2008b), the National Science Foundation and Exprentis Inc., and George Mason University. 

10.1 Cognitive Assistant for Center of Gravity Analysis 

Disciple-COG, for center of gravity analysis, was initially developed with a previous version of the 

Disciple shell, but using the same learning approach where a subject matter expert has taught it to 

reason, based on specific examples and explanations. Successive versions of this system have been used, 

continuously, in elective courses at the Army War College, since 2001. Each year, its knowledge base 

was easily updated based on students’ feedback, this supporting our claim for easy maintenance of the 

Disciple agents. We have published a textbook to support the continuous use of Disciple-COG in US 

Army War College courses (Tecuci et al., 2008c).  

10.2 Cognitive Assistant for Intelligence Analysis 

We have developed successive versions of a cognitive assistant for intelligence analysis (Tecuci et al., 

2008b; Schum et al., 2009a). They have been used in several elective courses at the US Army War 

College, in several short courses for other organizations, and in several experiments with intelligence 

analysts. 

In Fall 2008, ODNI has challenged the attendees of the Open Source Intelligence Conference to 

answer the following question in at most 9 days: “According to open sources, who will be the global 

leader in alternative fuels and why?” We have used this opportunity to show what can be accomplished 

with the Disciple shell in at most one day, on a type of problem on which it has not been previously 

trained. We have developed the top-level logic for assessing whether United States will be the global 

leader in wind power within the next 10 years. This allowed us to teach Disciple the corresponding 

reasoning rules. Disciple was able to use its general knowledge of evidence-based reasoning to develop 

the bottom-level logic for assessing the believability of evidence. The reasoning learned from the 

analysis of the United States and wind power was automatically applied by the Disciple agent to analyze 

other countries (e.g., United Kingdom, China, etc.) and other alternative fuels (e.g., solar power).   
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10.3 Cognitive Assistant for Financial Regulations 

With support from the National Science Foundation’s Small Business Technology Transfer Phase I 

and Phase II Program, we have developed Disciple-FS, a customized version of the Disciple shell for the 

development, utilization, and maintenance of regulatory knowledge bases in the financial services 

industry. Exprentis (http://www.exprentis.com/) has used Disciple-FS to develop a regulatory knowledge 

base for brokerage and trading compliance and for anti-money laundering compliance. The knowledge 

base includes a financial ontology and a set of reasoning rules which have been learned from specific 

problem solving episodes specified by a regulatory compliance expert.  

10.4 Other Disciple Cognitive Assistants 

We have developed other prototype Disciple cognitive assistants for various types of problems, 

including evaluating a PhD advisor, evaluating the believability of a website, evaluating teaching 

practices, and medical triage. 

11. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

We conclude with some very promising directions that are emerging from this research. In Section 

2.1 we have discussed a computational approach to evidence-based reasoning and learning, which holds 

high promise, but it is only partially developed. We plan to develop the “evidence in search of 

hypothesis part” of this computational framework. This involves the ability to learn abductive rules and 

to use them in assisting the analyst in performing insightful reasoning.  

The reasoning approach of a Disciple agent shows a natural integration of logic and probability for 

evidence-based reasoning. However, as shown in (Schum, 2001a), none of the exiting probability views 

can independently deal with all the characteristics of evidence (i.e., incompleteness, inconclusiveness, 

ambiguity, dissonance, and various levels of believability), although they can deal with these 

characteristics collectively. Thus, a very promising research direction is to develop an approach to 

evidence-based reasoning which is hybrid in two senses:  in integrates logic and probability, and it also 

integrates different views of probability. In particular, we plan to develop an approach for learning of 

solution synthesis rules from subject matter experts, and for reasoning with these rules, which will be 

based on different probability views.  

Finally, we would like to further evolve the concept of agent shell to provide an integrated approach 

to the design, development and use of adaptive mixed-initiative knowledge-based systems for problem-

solving and decision-making in uncertain and dynamic environments, systems which support 

collaboration and information sharing, and are based on the notion of valued information (i.e., relevant, 

believable) at the right time (Hayes-Roth, 2006). 
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